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EDITOR’S NOTE
Souvenirs used to be the only kind of shopping that interested
travelers.
In Indonesia, our tradition of oleh oleh, or post-trip gift giving, makes
the search for souvenirs an absolute must for anyone before boarding
the plane back to Jakarta. Woe to the Indonesian traveler who returns to
their family or co-workers without a few boxes of local sweets–or at least
a “I heart (insert destination name here)” tee-shirt.
Shopping, however, is transforming tourism.
Yes, people still buy tchotchkes while on the road – but they’re also
journeying to Kuala Lumpur just to search for outlet malls, visiting Hong
Kong to buy laptops or even venturing to Zurich in search of Swiss
watches.
While new experiences have always been the main reasons why
people travel, tourism agencies around the world are starting to realize
that shopping can also be an adventure.
After all, there’s a certain posh feel to shopping on High Street
in London that cannot be replicated elsewhere. You’ll also meet an
absolutely unique cast of characters when chasing deals in Madrid’s
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Retiro flea market, as well as in Hong Kong’s night markets. Meanwhile,
the tony boutiques on Via Montenapoleone in Milan are world-class
design destinations by themselves.
Indonesians like to shop – a statement that surprises no one. What’s
surprising is the scale of this obsession. One report by United Nations
World Tourism Organization said that 78 percent of Indonesians liked
to shop when traveling. The statistic lends truth to that feeling you
get when walking down Orchard Road in Singapore that everyone is
speaking Indonesian.
What was interesting in the report, however, was this statement:
Indonesians had the seventh highest average level of spending while
traveling overseas – beating out the shoppers in Hong Kong, Singapore, and
the US. Shopping capitals like New York City and Paris should take note.
Also exciting is how Indonesians are taking advantage of a betterconnected world to go global. More local designers are making their
bows in overseas markets at a very high level, whether creating dresses
for Hollywood stars or showing collections at London Fashion Week.
It makes you want to bring an empty suitcase on your next trip.
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INTRODUCTION

LONG THE PLEASURE, sweet the treasure, as
the poet once said.
This edition has a focus on shopping. In
other words, we plan on taking you in search
of pleasures that can be purchased.
It’s an easy topic to get wrong. What we
didn’t want to do was breathlessly describe
new product releases. Instead our aim is to
tell stories of creation that will inspire you
about the things that you might hold in your
hand.
Indonesia is rich in creators, from
batik makers, dyeing wax by hand and
using patterns devised for old kingdoms,
to wood workers, who have been crafting
exquisite pieces of furniture for centuries.

It’s this artisanal ethic of making that makes
possession intriguing: there may be many
others like it, but what I hold in my hand is
unique.
Surprisingly, what’s savored by the
people we interviewed for this issue is not the
material – although they might indeed “have
everything” – but rather the experiential. Seeing
a rare Monet canvas at an auction preview, for
example. Discovering an unknown pattern on
traditional textiles. Delight in creating the feel
of a Milanese boutique in Jakarta.
It’s telling that our sources in the world
of conspicuous consumption pretty much
declined to answer what we thought would
be a popular question: where do you like to

shop? People were more interested in telling
us which Michelin restaurant they liked to
visit when in Hong Kong for auctions, how
their schedules would be juggled to squeeze
in visits to Tokyo’s famed Tsukiji fish market or
even (ahem) grilling us on where to find the
best steak in Jakarta.
Analysts say the millennials are eschewing
purchasing things in favor of travel. We at J+ by
The Jakarta Post don’t see any reason why you
can’t mix the two, so we dispatched writers
to Dubai, to weave an itinerary balancing the
drive to buy with the need to explore, as well
as to three cities in Spain, to talk with artisanal
brands and designers.
There’s nothing wrong with purchasing a
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pleasure, though, so we sent another writer
to sit with five collectors to hear about their
obsession with possession, albeit of specific
things, from cute timepieces to rare vinyl
pressings to maps printed almost 500 years
ago. What’s intriguing about the article are
the collateral effects of collecting, which can
fuel one traveler's wanderlust or even bring a
father and daughter closer.
Enjoy the issue.
Photo:
A model presents a creation of Angel Schlesser's
Fall/Winter 2018/19 collection during the
Madrid Fashion Week, in Madrid on Jan. 27,
2018. (AFP/Javier Soriano)
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FUTURE OF RETAIL
Talks with local luminaries on the evolution
of how people search for precious things.

LUXURY
on the block
story by Christian Razukas

Christie’s sales of jewellery, watches and even handbags are opening new doors for passionate collectors.
IT’S NO COINCIDENCE that Charmie
Hamami appears in a Christian Diorinspired fedora in one image on her
Instagram. “I always wanted to be an
archaeologist,” says the Christie's vice
chairwoman for Southeast Asia.
She's seen things worthy of an Indiana
Jones movie, such as the jewels of Princess
Salwa Aga Khan and the US$3 million
diamond-and-Sri-Lankan sapphire necklace
worn by Nicole Kidman in Moulin Rouge.
“How many people are lucky enough
to get a taste of that?” the Malaysian-born
Charmie says. “I guess I’m lucky. We get
to see things which are rare, which are
interesting. Items that are not accessible to
the public.”
Best known for art; Christie’s also says
that auctions for jewellery, watches and
handbags, among other things, are attracting
more interest, as well as chances to find rare
pieces well suited to luxury-loving would-be
archeaologists.

Left:
The Le Grand Mazarin, a 19.07 carat pink diamond
owned by Louis XIV, sold at auction by Christie's for
$14.6 million dollars in November 2017 (AFP).
Opposite, clockwise from top left:
The 4,517-diamond Mouawad 1001 Nights Diamond
Purse, a Matte White Himalaya Niloticus Crocodile
Diamond Birkin with 18K gold and diamond
hardware, frenetic bidding for Leonardo da Vinci's
Salvator Mundi before the $454-million sale, and the
5.03 carat Aurora Green diamond (AFP).
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Handbags
Christie's has been auctioning handbags
since 1978, although only for the last five
years or so in Asia. It’s good business. In
November in Hong Kong, for example,
Christie’s sold around 200 bags for about
$5 million.
“If you come to the auction, it’s
like you died and have gone to Hermès
heaven,” Charmie says. There’s not a store
in the world like a Christie’s handbag
auction preview, which feature walls full
of a dazzling selection of limited-edition
handbags, all arranged by color, for brands
such as Chanel, Dior, Hermès and Louis
Vuitton.
Clients look at the auction as a chance
to beat the months-long or even yearslong wait list for a new bag from the brand.
Christie’s has even partnered with Hermès
for some special direct sales.
Fewer in number are bag collectors,
who typically look for rare limited editions,
Charmie says. What’s popular are bags in
good condition. In-house experts grade
pieces ("very, very selectively," she adds)
on a scale from 1 to 5, depending on the
level of scratching and use. Also popular
are handbags with quirky, small sizes and
extras such as diamond buckles or exotic
skins, such as with the Birkin Himalaya
(dubbed “The Most Important Handbag in
the World”), which Christie’s sold for about
$380,000 in 2017.
Jewellery
Charmie, a GIA-certified Graduate
Gemologist, started with Christie’s Indonesia
tending to jewellery pieces and auctions. She
says that evaluating a piece depends on the
classic four Cs–carat, clarity, color and cut,
and, to a lesser extent, pedigree and design.
Most of her clients are looking for diamonds.
“The bigger, the better. The trend now is above
10 carats. Of course it has to be the best
three colors: D, E, F. They want the best.” Also
trending are vintage pieces from the Parisian
jewellery firm Van Cleef & Arpels (who also
made the Empress of Iran’s crown) and
Cartier’s iconic panther rings and brooches.
Watches
Unlike as in handbags, the trend for Christie's
watch auctions is for vintage, meaning
pieces that are at least 20 years old and are

AFP

no longer in production.
Locking down a watch that cannot simply
be bought at an authorized dealer gives a
collector bragging rights, whether it's the
18-carat gold Patek Philippe worn by King
Faoruk (sold by Christie’s in Dubai in March
for $912,500) or even a less expensive Rolex
Daytona with the same reference as Paul
Newman’s (whose original Rolex recently
sold for $17.8 million).
“Vintage is the trend,” Charmie says, for
both older established and younger emerging
local collectors, all of who typically already
have modern statement watches.
Investment
Sometimes it’s easy to gauge a piece’s
investment value, as in some jewellery

pieces, where a stone’s character and
pedigree are paramount, such as for
Kashmiri sapphires or Mogok’s pigeon-blood
rubies, according to Charmie. However, she
never advises clients to pursue auctions
pieces as investments.
“You have to like the artwork or the
pieces you collect,” she says. “I know a lot of
people say it’s not true and you have to think
about investment, and yes, you do, but when
I do advise [to buy], it’s always something
that the person appreciates.”
Auctions
While buying something from Christie’s
offers unusual selections, there’s also
something unique to the auction: drama.
“The auctioneer will try to get people
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to go onto another bid. It’s the auctioneer’s
profession,” Charmie says. “It’s difficult. You
have to know how to draw the bids out of
people–the rhythm–to draw out and to stall
to make people go one more.”
Charmie’s most thrilling auction was
in New York, for Christie’s sale of Leonardo
Da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi in November, a
masterpiece long thought lost and one of only
20 paintings by the Renaissance polymath to
have survived to the 21st century.
Showmanship works. After 20 minutes
of action, Salvator Mundi sold for a worldrecord, just $450 million dollars.
Christie's next public preview in Jakarta, for the
Hong Kong Spring 2018 auction, will be open to
the public on April 27 and 28.
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TRENDSETTER
story by Christian Razukas

Time International President and CEO Irwan Danny Mussry defines luxury for Indonesia,
with a focus that’s more about passion than fashion.
Photo by Dennie Ramon

TRUTH BE TOLD, Irwan Danny Mussry says
he’s not a serious watch collector. “Perpetual
calendar complication?” he asks. “Been
there, done that.”
Sure, as the President and CEO of Time
International, Irwan says that he has a slew
of complicated diver and pilot watches. They
capture a sense of bravery that he admires.
But the 55 year old says that he’d
actually prefer a simple GMT watch, with
an extra hand for a second time zone, given
the many hours he spends traveling for
his 29-year-old firm, which distributes 60
international luxury timepieces and fashion
labels in Indonesia.
“Luxury is one thing–but being
aspirational is another,” Irwan says about his
taste in timepieces. “Aspirational is about
being honest about what you’re wearing.”
Honesty – and service – are Irwan’s
passionate watchwords. He realized this
decades ago, after his first foray in watches,
as wholesaler and servicer, working with his
cousin and three others out of a 50-squaremeter office in Menteng, Central Jakarta.
“I started the business because I was
badly serviced by a watch dealer,” Irwan
says. “They were selling one of the best
products at that time, but without [good]
service. If they could have made me happy, I
would have been a customer.”
To illustrate the lesson, Irwan tells
another story – about a woman who returned
a just-purchased luxury handbag due to
loose threads. The salesperson was so
attentive that the annoyed customer wound
up buying a second bag, for US$4,000, while

the first was repaired.
“The power of service supersedes
everything else,” he says. “That is the biggest
power in the business. If you can’t service
your customer, that’s it. It doesn’t matter
what brand or what you do.”
It’s this service ethic, as much as his
trend-setting tastes, that propelled Irwan
to the BoF500, a list of global fashion
influencers published by the Business of
Fashion, a leading industry website.
The approach works. Currently, major
international brands approach Time
International when planning to enter the
Indonesian market. Cartier, for example,
asked who was doing such a good job
distributing Gucci and TAG Heuer locally,
which led the luxury brand to Irwan.
Irwan is happy to talk about how much
he loves looking at sales numbers at the
start of each day or about trends at industry
events like Baselworld.
However, he’s most happy discussing
how he learns about the things that
customers will really like, whether it’s watch
dials made with new, high-tech finishes,
extended warranties or realistic prices.
“Happily,” Irwan says, “it’s not about selling,
but about satisfaction.”
The pursuit of happiness is at the core
of Irwan’s courting of the next generation.
While conventional wisdom holds that
millennials typically choose experiences over
consumption, the real question, he says, is
how does a brand insert itself into a young
affluent traveler’s happy moments while
on vacation. “They travel, and you need to

be with them there at the destination. The
brand needs to be there [but] it’s canoeing
along with the stream, rather than navigating
a new course.”
Meanwhile, Time International is
honing its online approach, although the
real challenge is in changing mind-sets,
according to Irwan. “The tech has been
done. E-commerce has been done.” He’s
more interested in adapting to the changed
landscape coming over the next five years.
More than 85 percent of Time International’s
1,400-or-so employees are millennials, he
adds–a decision that keeps the firm focused
on younger people.
Surprisingly, as the man who sets the
tone for international luxury and fashion
in Indonesia, Irwan doesn’t have a favorite
shopping city. “Food is my No. 1 priority,” he
says, animatedly leaping into descriptions
of a “killer” meal of bubur ayam (chicken
rice porridge) and rendang (stewed beef) he

The Santos de Cartier LM in steel

had in Zurich or about squeezing in visits to
Tokyo’s Tsukiji fish market.
Irwan does, however, visit malls when
traveling. “I love to understand what people
do–especially when the store is empty,” he
says. “This is where you lose your money.
If I’m serving you, I’m doing my job. If I’m
alone in my shop, what do I do? Do I call
customers? Do I learn the product?”
On upcoming plans, Irwan says that
Time International is mulling a move into
the secondary market, so people can buy
and sell watches from an honest broker
as their tastes and pocketbooks improve.
As customers upgrade their diamonds an
average of five to seven times in their lives,
so can watch owners upsize their timepieces.
“All this is about being honest,” Irwan says:
offering the best products at the best price,
along with service and respect.
@irwanmussry
timeinternational.co.id

TAG Heuer Carrera Heuer 02 GMT Chronograph
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Chopard Happy Sport in diamond-set steel with alligator leather strap (278573-3010)
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Cardless Debit and Credit with

yap! is an application for smartphones that supports cashless payments and is digitalized
by Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI).

A COZY OASIS in Jakarta’s Kemang district,
7 Speed Coffee is on the forefront of the
cashless economy in Indonesia, with guests
zapping QR codes to make instant payments
thanks to the yap! app, digitalized by BNI.
The cafe–the name riffs on its seven
owners, all friends with a passion for
weekend cycling in Jakarta–is popular
with local skaters and bikers. It’s a hip hub
for counterculture that 7 Speed Coffee
obviously cultivates, looking at the bike
racks fronting the cafe's terrace, away
from the street, in the calm of the Mirasari
complex.
Inside, cafe co-owner Callula, who made
her barista bones at the ABCD School of
Coffee, serves up coffee in creative ways,
such as her Concoction No. 18–a tonic/
cold-brewed coffee drink served in a cocktail
glass that’s surprisingly delicious.
Adopting the yap! app for cashless
payments made a lot of sense for the
business, according to the 24 year old. “This
is the era of the cashless society,” she says.
“The app makes people intrigued.” Plus the
cafe doesn’t need to worry about keeping
the register stocked with small bills.
Inside, the clientele varies, from
creative entrepreneurs to skater millennials,
and a few expatriate moms from nearby
international schools.
Things move faster with yap! payments
at 7 Speed Coffee, Callula says–and that’s
perfect for the cafe’s clientele of smartphone

savvy professionals who are too busy
disrupting and creating to fumble with
wallets, multiple cards and fistfuls of rupiah
when fuelling up with coffee.
BNI introduced the yap! app in January,
and since then, about 24,000 vendors
throughout Indonesia have signed up,
including brands like Abuba Steak and
Rejuve and niche lifestyles vendors like the
male-grooming specialists at BarberBox.
BNI is making joining the cashless
economy easy for merchants: Registration is
free. Merchants need only a smartphone to
verify payments plus a QR sign from yap! for
customers to use at the point of purchase.
Registration is so simple that even
street food vendors are getting in on yap!,
meaning you can grab a rujak fruit salad or
satisfy your gorengan fried-snack fix on the
fly, even if you forgot your wallet. Just bring
your smartphone.
Back inside 7 Speed Coffee, Kathya,
another co-owner, describes the cafe's
casual, contemporary decor as a Japanese
take on California coffeehouse culture.
Exposed concrete floors are covered by
Oriental-style rugs, while a wooden short
board hangs on the wall along with a neonpink Japanese-made Watanabe 7-speed
bicycle.
The cafe's overall vibe is cool, says
Kathya, while the coffee served at 7 Speed
Coffee is practical, Callula adds.
Cool and practical–just like yap!

For More Info
@yapinaja
@yapinaja
yap.id
yap.id

7 Speed Coffee
Jl. Kemang Utara 33, Komplek Mirasari
Mampang Prapatan, South Jakarta
@7speedcoffee
Special Promo!
Buy one, get 1 free for White Fuel Coffee.
Every Saturday with yap! from April to June 2018.

yap!
For customers, the yap! cashless payment
process is also simple. Let’s take a closer
look.

SIMPLE
Start with a download of the yap! customer
app from the Apple App Store or Google Play.
Register your BNI credit card or debit card
numbers and you’re good to go. If you don’t
have a card, top up with UnikQu, BNI’s freeto-use e-money app.

CONVENIENT
Ready to make a purchase at any of Yap!’s
ever-expanding network of merchants?
Launch the yap! app and take aim at the yap!
QR code on a sign near the counter. Input
the amount of your bill, choose your source
of funds and click pay. The merchant will
get instant notice that you’ve paid, and your
transaction is done.

SECURE
BNI keeps yap! transactions safe in two
ways. Those are via password when logging
into the yap! app, and via a PIN to be entered
to verify every payment.
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Local Takes,

Modern
Touches

In ateliers and studios throughout the archipelago, a
host of talents have been conceptualizing works that
have earned Indonesia a place on the larger stage of
global fashion. J+ by The Jakarta Post wanted to tell
these stories by interviewing some designers and by
showcasing their collections, which offer contemporary
and modern takes on some traditional Indonesian ideas,
motifs and techniques.

story by Sondang Sirait
photos Courtesy of designers

Women’s Wear

Monique
Soeriaatmadja
MONIQUE SOERIAATMADJA says she’s
always known that she’s been destined for a
career in fashion. Self-taught and self-made,
Monique has worked hard to get to where
she is today, as founder of two successful
commercial brands, alex[a]lexa and SOE
Jakarta. alex[a]lexa is a casual women’s-wear
label that fuses street style with a feminine
flair and quirkiness, while SOE Jakarta pays
homage to Indonesian hand-woven textiles.
It was also the latter–through her collection
The Unexplored Woman–that brought Monique
to the Fashion Scout Autumn Winter Show
during London Fashion Week 2018, where she
was dubbed as “one of the most anticipated
debuts”.
How did you get into the field?
I've always been interested in fashion, but back
then there weren’t many options for fashion
schools and they were so expensive. After my
undergraduate studies in communications
at the University of Indonesia, I went to work
for a women’s fashion magazine. The only
available slot was as a beauty editor’s assistant,
but there I got to do some styling for photo
shoots and freelance styling jobs. I've also
always wanted to start my own business, so I
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MAKER FOCUS

took some short courses in sewing and basic
pattern making and started after I saved up
enough money.
Who are your design icons and why?
I have no specific icons. I find all other
designers inspiring. As a self-taught
designer, I still consider myself a student
and I continue to learn by looking at other
designers’ works. Each designer has their
own unique DNA and it is interesting to see
how it is applied to their design.
What inspires you?
I love going to art and design exhibitions
and getting exposed to new ideas. Equally, I
also love finding random inspiration from the
things I see on the street.
Who are your latest stockists?
For SOE Jakarta it’s SOCIETY A, at
Takashimaya and Tangs in Singapore. And
for alex[a]lexa it’s Fashionlink x Blckvnue at
Senayan City.
What are your career goals?
To be able to create a sustainable business
for my two labels.

What was your take on London Fashion Week?
I was lucky enough to be able to showcase
SOE Jakarta’s collection at Fashion Scout,
which is the biggest platform for emerging
designers during London Fashion Week. We
couldn’t have done it without our partner,
Lakme Cosmetics, who helped us from
the very start with our makeup concept
and who also helped fund the show and
fly two Indonesian makeup artists to do all
the models. The response was amazing.
Everyone I talked to who came to the show
loved it. It was a very enriching experience to
work at an international event. I also learned
a lot from our seasoned show director, who
is also a lecturer at Central Saint Martins and
London College of Fashion.
What are some current global fashion trends?
Internationally, I am starting to see a lot
of prints coming back in fashion and also
embellishments and maximalist detailing.
Like last year and a couple of years back,
street style is still a very strong influence,
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with sportswear details and silhouettes
influencing a lot of designers.
What are some local trends?
Indonesians are more appreciative of local
designers. They are looking for unique items
that are not available from the High Street
stores.
Any fashion advice?
Wear something that feels comfortable.
Combine different silhouettes and volumes
to create an interesting look.
What’s next?
For alex[a]lexa we have been selected again
to showcase at Fashion Lab for Galeries
Lafayette [Jakarta] this season. We will also
be releasing our Spring/Summer collection
very soon.
@shopalexalexa
@soe_jakarta
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What are some current design trends that are
emerging internationally?
[Those with] environmental and social
impact, the sharing economy, artificial
intelligence, advanced human capacity,
building information modeling, glocality
[global and local savvy] and deep
craftsmanship.
Do you see green technology becoming
mainstream in Indonesia?
Yes, thanks to the abundance of natural
resources, demographic bonuses, the
roots of our culture and how they’ve been
projected onto our future capability. An
efficient, affordable and practical green
technology would be a game changer locally
and globally.

Weaving
Wonders

What are your career goals?
To help others to reach the fullest of their
potential.

Masulin Lim
AS THE FOUNDER OF the world’s first
weaving technology company, Masulin Lim
is an innovator and entrepreneur with a
thirst for creativity. His architectural weaving
works, produced under the brand BYO Living,
have been featured in many locations, from
Jakarta to the Seychelles. Earlier this year,
his weaving graced the Indonesia Pavilion
at the World Economic Forum annual
meeting in Davos, Switzerland. He also sits
on the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce
and Industry’s architecture and design
committee. Masulin, who graduated from
the University of Wisconsin in 2002 with an
economics degree, talked to J+ by The Jakarta
Post on why he believes the key to the future
lies in weaving.
How does weaving contribute to a shared
future?
Weaving is multidisciplinary. In terms
of exploration, it can span urban design,
architecture and interior to product design,
art, graphic design, fashion, etc…. Weaving
is also there to facilitate the poorest or
those left behind to reach the highest level
of society. It can help solve poverty issues,
climate change, energy efficiency, plastic
waste and upcycling.
Tell us about some of your architectural
weaving work.
There’s this project we did for a
telecommunication provider, which
required a skin solution to reduce the heat
coming into their building. I was inspired
by gedek [woven bamboo] houses, which
utilize weaving techniques to block the
sunlight and [also] heat and ventilate the
surroundings with cooler air. We developed
a new building skin with material from
recycled plastic waste, created a proper
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What’s in store for BYO Living?
We’re working on computerized fabrication
of a 20,000-square-meter area to enhance
its environment-friendly capability. We are
also developing a new material technology
from nature that’s lightweight, structural,
waterproof and bug-free, and a new language
of craftsmanship for process technology that
builds up at incremental speed and offers
extraordinary energy saving through artificial
intelligence. Other ongoing research is on
polymorphic bendable weaving to create a
modular environment or space for disaster
relief and unreachable areas or buildings.

paneling frame from aluminium, employed
local residents and installed it on the surface
of a mid-high-rise building designed by a
knowledgeable architectural studio. It was
the first time ever in the world to weave
a building solution from upcycled plastic
waste.

@chameocouture
@byoliving
chameocouture.com

How about weaving and fashion?
Ten years ago, we built a team of talented
bag makers and master weavers to create
a new design language for bags. We
formulated new recyclable materials that
were lightweight, rich in texture and colorful,
yet weatherproof. We also developed
fashionable weaving techniques from
ikat patterns, ethnic crafts or global art
movements such as 1960s optical illusions
and Bauhaus. Not only [are the results]
fashionable, they’re also responsible socially
and environmentally. By now, we have a
solid network of fashion influencers working
together with the brand to develop new
design ideas.
Who are your design icons and why?
God the creator. We keep wondering how the
universe and nature work marvelously. The
mechanics, the beauty, the motivation, the
mystery is a timeless work of wonder. How
does it relate to dwellers such as humans
and animals? It all works like a beautiful
orchestra.
What inspires you?
Simple kindnesses that make a better world.
What disturbs you?
Bad design. The environmental destruction
and climate change done by the whole
world’s population disturb me as well. Bad
execution also bothers me.
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Prêt-à-Couture
and Beyond

Rusly Tjohnardi
ARMED WITH A MISSION to create
the perfect dress for every woman, Rusly
Tjohnardi has distinguished himself by
creating sought-after high fashion pieces,
made using the finest fabrics and innovative
techniques. In the meantime, he’s also
crafted a stellar reputation for his namesake
brand, Rusly Tjohnardi Atelier. That’s not
all he does. Back in 2000, Rusly impressed
top designers in Paris with his accessory
creations that were inspired by Italian
artist Sandro Botticelli’s painting Birth of
Venus. He’s been rocking the international
fashion scene ever since. Late last year,
Rusly presented his latest prêt-à-couture
collection at Jeweluxe Singapore 2017,
the world’s first curated e-commerce
marketplace for sophisticated jewellery,
fashion and art.
How did you get into the field?
Driven by passion. I’ve had the privilege of
being born into a family that appreciates art.
My father paints very well and my mother
used to work and provide training in the
areas of tailoring, sewing, craft making and
hairdressing. Neither of them pursued their
passion, but I, on the other hand, decided
to turn my dreams into reality. It all came
naturally ever since I was in high school.
Who are your design icons and why?
I’ve always been in love with anything
classic and elegant. I think beauty icons
such as Audrey Hepburn, Nicole Kidman,
Jackie O, Charlize Theron and Zoey Saldana
are classic and timeless. They represent
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beauty at any age and in any era, and are
the embodiment of love and strength, as
they are the best in what they do. I’m in love
with Oprah too.

What are your expansion plans for accessories?
Accessories are a small interest of mine that
I happen to be good at. My passion is in the
totality of dressing up amazing personalities
around the world. One step at a time. I enjoy
the process. It’s my life. To have my big
dream come true is really just a bonus. Doing
what I love every day is really a blessing. I’m
always excited.
What are some current fashion trends that are
emerging internationally?
People are inspired by nature more and more
in terms of design, concept and color. They
relate to and echo the concept of nature.
How are local tastes developing?
Local tastes are improving rapidly toward
something simple, elegant and modern
without leaving one’s cultural identity. People
are looking for function, efficiency and
economy, or, for some niche markets, quality,
identity and personality.
@ruslytjohnardiatelier

What inspires you?
I would say nature, my surroundings and
music create my palette and mood boards.
I’m a very visual person. I transform my
mood into the things I do, in terms of
creating a collection.
What makes a good designer?
I think a good designer should also be a
good listener, a good person who aims to
make people happy. If your design is not
wearable, it will only remain a concept.
Tell us about your latest collection.
I’m currently into gold, silver and rose gold
colors, so most of my lines, at least for the
year ahead, will be inspired by and feature a
lot of these moods, as well as use the latest
fabrics and patterns that the industry has
to offer.
What’s your long-term plan?
To thrive and be successful on the
international stage. I also want to be able
to train and provide more opportunities and
jobs for people, as well as introduce the
mind-set that production of high fashion
is more than just about sewing and that
the people involved in it are artisans, not
manual laborers. We should honor and
value that, and they should feel proud and
honored to do what they do.
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Ethnic Touch

Riri Rengganis

ETHNICALLY INFLUENCED high fashion
takes on new meaning in the hands of
Bandung-based designer Riri Rengganis,
founder of the modern hand-embroidered
kebaya line Indische and her eponymous
Rengganis line, which promotes hand-woven
local textiles–and which has attracted the
attention of high-end retailers such as Alun
Alun Indonesia. Trained in product design
at the prestigious Bandung Institute of
Technology, Riri began her career in Bali and
has since steadily made her journey onto the
national stage. J+ by The Jakarta Post caught
up with Riri on her work, life and hopes for
the future.
How did you get into the field?
By accident. I had been sewing most
of my own clothes since I was eight,
but my true calling since childhood has
actually been jewellery design. In 1998, I
moved to Bali to do an apprenticeship in
Celuk, a village famous for its silver and
goldsmith industries. After two months,
I ran out of money. Luckily, I got hired by
a garment company that specializes in
hand embroidery. I quickly fell in love with
fashion, specifically ethnic styles. I eventually
established my own company that produced
ethnic-style uniforms for hotels and
restaurants. After eight adventurous years in
Bali, I returned to my hometown Bandung to
start a new chapter in my life: create my own
brand so I can start family life.
Who are your design icons?
Obin, an amazing textile artist who’s able
to translate her talents into a retail brand.
Deden Siswanto, because his designs are
bold and inspiring, and Biyan, whose highend designs show international taste but use
local handcrafted techniques. Issey Miyake,
because his designs are so sculptural yet
pure.
What inspires you?
Traditional textiles from around the world,
beautiful interior design, traveling, food.
Yes, my “creative” brain works best after a
delicious meal.
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What do you take pride in?
Incorporating local textiles into my designs.
It feels like I am creating something that has
an impact on the industries around me, too.
My customers are smart. They always want
to know where the fabric comes from and it
is a point of pride for them, as well.
What are your career goals?
I think as long as I do what I am doing now–
learning new things every day, getting better
and better at it – I will be happy. That’s all
I am looking for: being happy in doing my
work while raising my family.
What’s your opinion about international
fashion weeks?
They’re important for designers, but I
personally don’t really follow them regularly,
because at the moment my market is purely
local. I do have a specific opinion though,
about these huge money-consuming events.
I think in the near future, fashion weeks will
not be so glorified. They have become so
expensive that many designers cannot afford
to go. I think smaller, smarter companies will
be able to promote their collections through
other formats such as short films, digital
fashion weeks, collaborations with renowned
talents (such as musicians and chefs) and
effective use of social media.
Current trends to watch for?
Clashing mixed prints! Polka dots and
overcharged florals, tribal prints and
typography, a mix of pop-art inspired motifs
and much more! Plus, since digital printing
technology is becoming more and more
accessible, graphic design will play a more
significant role this year.
What’s in store for Indonesia?
I think modernized modest fashion is still in
high demand, purely because of the growing
population of women wearing hijab. Second
would be ethnic fashion. The trend now is
breaking the barrier between “ethnic” and
“modern”. Something can be both.
@indische_
indischedesign.com

“Bravo Madame”
at Galeries Lafayette
The local outpost of the famed French department store recently celebrated its fifth anniversary
by shining a light on six great women.
AS PART OF its celebrations to mark half
a decade of offering the finest curated
selection of international, European and local
brands in Jakarta, Galeries Lafayette Pacific
Place recently staged its Bravo Madame
Awards Night–a gala evening that also
celebrated six great women..
Bravo Madame acknowledges how
women shape contemporary society, said
Galeries Lafayette’s Marketing Director
Arnolda Ratnawati. “Women are no longer
just housewives. On the contrary, they have a
chance to be whatever they want to become.
Bravo Madame is Galeries Lafayette’s most
inspiring project, with a mission to influence
women in Indonesia to pursue their dreams.”
Honored at the Bravo Madame gala
were Davina Veronica, the actress and
environmentalist; hijab-wearing race-car
driver Diandra Gautama; Nia Dinata, one
of the nation’s most prominent, socially
aware and controversial film directors;
progressive fashion designer Peggy Hartanto;
international singing sensation Rossa; and
Susan Bachtiar, the actress, educator and
philanthropist.
The women, chosen in collaboration with
Harper’s Bazaar Indonesia editor-in-chief Ria
Lirungan, are all at the top of their respective
fields. They also share a desire to give back
to the community, whether through hosting
workshops and talk shows on emerging
environmental issues, continuing to break
stereotypes and gender barriers, developing
issue-aware animated films and more.
Recognizing the six is a way for Galeries
Lafayette to influence the women of
Indonesian to pursue their dreams, said
Galeries Lafayette Pacific Place Corporate
Communications General Manager
Melissa Ann Tjahyadikarta. “Open-minded,
passionate, and independent, the women
of Bravo Madame see the importance of
balancing their professional and private
lives.”
As part of its fifth anniversary celebration

Galeries Lafayette will also create a signature
window display for the women of Bravo
Madame in the South Lobby of Pacific Place.
Lending a hand for the display’s photoshoot
were the noted fashion photographer Wong
Sim, fashion favorite Adi Surantha and the
celebrity make-up artist Bubah Alfian.
Currently the nation’s premiere fashion
destination, with four floors spanning 12,000
square meters; Galeries Lafayette carries
more than 330 brands, including over 40
French labels as well as a curated selection
of international and Indonesian brands,
including Alleira Batik, Ben Sherman, Coach,
Dior, Guerlain, Patrizia Pepe, Sissae Qipao,
Studio 133 Biyan, Votum, and more.
Drawing on deep experience and
expertise, Galeries Lafayette also offers
unique private labels that are on the
forefront of fashion design–at very
reasonable prices, setting the benchmark
for affordable luxury.
Meanwhile, holders of the Galeries
Lafayette’s Fidélité card, as well as Mandiri
card holders, can also enjoy some special
promotions staged exclusively for the
department store’s fifth anniversary. The
promotions cover Beauty & Perfumery,
Fashion as well as Galeries Lafayette’s
recently launched Home and Kids
collections.
Mandiri credit card customers also enjoy
zero percent installments and can save up to
25 percent with Mandiri Fiestapoin. Fidélité
card holders can also take advantage of
discounts at Galeries Lafayette’s restaurants,
such as the Leaf Connoisseur tea boutique,
Liberte restaurant, Starbucks coffee and
Genki Sushi.
Celebrate with Galeries Lafayette, as it
marks five years of supporting the nation’s
movers, influencers and trendsetters.
Galeries Lafayette Jakarta
Pacific Place Mall
galerieslafayette.co.id
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FINDERS KEEPERS

Antique Maps

David Parry, Ph.D.
Bartele Gallery curator
@bartelegallery

I started collecting maps when I was a
teenager in England, collecting English
county maps. As a soil scientist and
geographer by training, I have always used
maps in my work, including making them.
I began collecting antique maps when I
started working overseas in 1968. I only
have a small collection now of 25 pieces,
and sold my main collection of over 250
pieces at Sotheby’s in 2013. The rarest one
is undoubtedly the “Insulae Moluccae”

from 1594. It is one of the rarest printed
maps in the world, with maybe 20 copies
in existence. It shows the Spice Islands of
the Moluccas and Indonesia at a level of
detail never before achieved. It is also the
coolest for me because of the beauty of its
composition, with magnificent engravings of
the clove, nutmeg, mace, and sandalwood
species along the bottom of the map–the
commodities that brought the Renaissance
explorers and merchants to Indonesia.

VINYL

Dipha Barus
DJ and Music Producer
@diphabarus

SNEAKERS

Anugrah Aditya
Singer
Online Reviewer
Jakarta Sneaker Day Organizer
@adityalogy
@AdityalogyTV

Back when I was a little kid, like 10 or 12
years old, my father would collect tapes,
cassettes and vinyl. Vinyl collecting is an
incomparable music experience. I am hooked
on their sentimental value–the dusty fingers
you get from a second-hand shop, the crazy
artwork and the joy of discovering new music
and rare things.
Maybe now I have around 3,000 albums,
with The Apryl Fool, the [self-titled album]
from the Japanese psychedelic rock band
as the rarest. I was a big fan of Haruomi

Hosono, later known for his work with the
Yellow Magic Orchestra–one of my biggest
inspirations–back in my college days in
Malaysia.
I look in every city that I visit. Six years
ago, I found someone who had a massive
vinyl collection up for sale in Cakung,
Jakarta–I bought many rare pieces from
Tantra, the 80s Italo-disco band. I keep my
collection in my living room. I’d like them to
be around me, easy to grab whenever I want
to do something with them.

I only have 35 pairs–not many, compared to
other collectors. Slowly, I became obsessed,
since I’m also a fashion enthusiast. I have
a certain style: only monochrome colors,
like black, white or gray. Some people buy
multiple pairs, to keep and sell and rotate,
but I want to use my shoes. I want to wear
them, otherwise there’s no point. But since
the sneaker game is getting big in Indonesia,
there are a lot of fake products. I prefer to
buy through a website, where things are
100 percent real. Tokyo is sneaker heaven.

People are really into the sneaker game.
You can find rare items easily–and even
cheaply. The last great pair I got was a Nike
Air Presto Collaboration with Off-White, the
brand that [Louis Vuitton artistic director]
Virgil Abloh runs. To produce it in mass
quantities is hard, because it has to be done
by hand. It’s a half-deconstructed sneaker.
They put the tag on as if it just came out
of the factory. The value is now around
US$2,000. It’s very comfortable. It’s very
breathable.

In search of objects of desire

The Obsession of

POSSESSION
story by Banyubening Prieta and Christian Razukas
photos by The Collectors

Having may not be so pleasing as wanting – but don’t tell that to these people, all of who share a penchant for
collecting a single genre of paraphernalia. Interviews edited for length and clarity.

SWATCH WATCHES

HERITAGE PRODUCTS

Rininta Justianto
Cafe Maikai owner

Widharmika Agung
CEO Iwan Tirta Private Collection
@iwantirta_batik

and her father,
Jerry Justianto
CEO of Masima Group

We used to have more than 200 Swatches,
mainly limited editions. We’ve sold some
since 2012, but still have probably 150
pieces. It was a nostalgic father/daughter
activity. We both loved Swatch, because
they used to have great collaborations
with famous artists, and often released
controversial pieces, such as the limited
edition Kamasutra.
The coolest piece was the 1994
Christmas edition by Xian Lax [opposite],
but the rarest and my favorite are the
American artist Keith Haring pieces. His
graffiti-like and whimsical art on the watches
would be valued at perhaps US$1,000 online.
Most of our pieces are stored in acrylic boxes
or in their original boxes, but we separate the
battery and the watch.
My father even made a website back in
the 1990s so people could contact him to
barter pieces. Sometimes two regular Swatch
pieces are equal to one Swatch limited
edition–the same concept with trading
Pokemon cards.
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I have a soft spot for local heritage products,
especially when it comes to local fabrics. I
love the stories and memories that come
with the products. My wife and I found
a really nice red, hand-knotted, rug with
natural coloring at San Cristóbal de las
Casas in Mexico. We had to carry the rug
throughout our trip in Mexico. It adds to the
memory. In Chiang Mai, I got a really nice
shoulder bag at a local market. It has this
natural indigo blue look with a touch of white
and red. I love the fact that it is big and I can
easily put all I need for a day trip. I got my
first ikat from Sumba in 2010. We got hooked
on the fabric, since it tells a story about a
man and woman who are running away to
stay together as lovers. As for batik, it’s hard
not to fall in love with a piece whenever I go
to an Iwan Tirta Private Collection gallery.
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Laid-Back Luxury at

Samsara
Ubud

Cultivating a sense of relaxed luxury, the Samsara Ubud resort is
a gem of Balinese design–as well as a serene tropical paradise,
set against a pristine rainforest and a stunning waterfall.
“EVERYTHING AT Samsara Ubud has been
designed to allow our guests to reconnect
with nature, with their loved ones and most
importantly, with themselves,” says Bayu
Sarwono, the founder and CEO of this new
intimate resort, located just 20 minutes from
the town from which it takes its name.
Offering 17 lavish pool villas, Samsara
Ubud was designed by the internationally
acclaimed Balinese architect Popo Danes
to be sumptuous, lavishly decorated and
astounding. “We are grateful to work with
Popo Danes, as he is one of Indonesia’s most
prominent architects, with extensive designs,
not just in Ubud, but around the world,” Bayu
said.
Bayu told Popo to incorporate two nearby
merging creeks and a subak waterfall into
the essence of the resort. “We wanted this
element to inspire the design, to be heard
and seen. The design needs to pay tribute to
rich Balinese traditions, whilst at the same
time reflecting the evolution of a culture that
is start to embrace modernity.”
The end result is that Samsara Ubud
sits in harmony. The multi-level and layered
architecture pays homage and tribute to
Bali’s centuries-old rice terraces, giving every
villa a view of lush rainforest.
Starting in size from 122 square metres,
each villa features a private heated infinity
pool – “We would love our guests to enjoy
the pool in the evening and to be able to
watch the stars.” Bayu says – and a spacious
outdoor area. There are 14 one-bedroom
pool villas, two 2-bedroom pool villas and
one 3-bedroom pool villa. After a nice and a
warm dip; walk into the stunning bathroom
decorated with luxurious Makassar marble,
double vanities, deep soaking bathtub and
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separate indoor and outdoor showers. Each
villa also features a mix of contemporary
Balinese décor, rich teak furnishing and
exotic fabrics to create a feeling understated
yet elegant.
Samsara Ubud’s main dining venue,
The Kelusa, presents a wonderful dining
experience with diverse Balinese and
Indonesian dishes created by Chef Iwan
Sutrisno and his team. Try the unique Buntut
Strozzapreti or Betutu Canneloni for a taste
of Chef Iwan’s progressive fusion cooking.
Paired with the tranquil surroundings and
warm service, The Kelusa is guaranteed to
delight any food enthusiast.
A clever twist underscores the resort’s
ethos of reconnection, Bayu said. “We have
a ‘Board Games Menu’ to encourage guests
to turn off their phones and be present in the
moment. They can play congklak or chess
with their loved ones.
Originally a financier, Bayu has a passion
for hospitality. “That feeling when others
appreciate and enjoy what you have created
is simply priceless,” he says, adding that
he’s involved in every aspect of the resort’s
operation. “My official role is the CEO, but I
think I’m like general assistant for everyone.
When you build something from zero, I think
it is important to be involved and learn every
aspect of the business, and I love that my
team is teaching me hands on every day.”
With a wholesome stay experience and
world-class dining, Samsara Ubud has a
lot more in store for 2018, such as a steam
room inside the resort’s exquisite Chakra
Spa, Jacuzzis and a home-cinema. Bayu said.
“On top of that, our F&B team are coming
up with some unique dining experiences,
such as romantic dinners and high tea by the

waterfalls.”
“At the end of their holidays, we would
love our guests to feel relaxed, rejuvenated
and enriched with new experiences,” Bayu
said. “If we hear them say ‘I wish we could
stay longer’ that is when we know that we
have done a wonderful job.”

J+ >< SAMSARA UBUD

Samsara Ubud
Banjar Ayah, Desa Kelusa
Payangan Ubud, Bali 80572
+62 361 2091769
samsaraubud.com
@samsaraubud
@SamsaraUbud

INSTA-STORY
Illustrated stories from wired wanderers

Viva La

VIVID
story by Banyubening Prieta

Look at the kaleidoscopic style of Diana Rikasari on Instagram,
where she’s amassed over 223,000 followers, and you can see
why the 33 year old catches every eye when walking down the
street. As much as the fashion designer’s look intrigues people,
Diana says “Cliched as it is, it’s better to be different.”
“HI, ARE YOU GOING to a party?” someone
once asked Diana as she walked the streets
of the picturesque town Lausanne where she
makes her home. The head-turning look of
the Jakarta-born woman might be refreshing
for Switzerland, although Diana says it took
some time before she made peace with
life in a quiet place. “I realized that living in
Switzerland triggered me to value what I
have been doing over the last seven years.”
An Indonesian fashion blogger, author
and entrepreneur who was named a Top
Fashion Influencer by Influence Asia 2015,
Diana is currently spearheading two fashion
lines: a lifestyle brand, UP, and fashion brand
Schmiley Mo, which was heavily hyped in
Malaysia in 2017.
“Fashion is my superhero costume,”
Diana said in a Skype interview. “When you
wear it you should feel strong in it.”
Although she graduated with a master’s
in international business management from
Nottingham University in the UK, Diana
said she had no background in fashion.
It wasn’t until 2010, when working as a
market researcher for a creative agency, that
something triggered her passion to pursue
the shoe business. “My first sketch was
terrible, but I was lucky to have a shoemaker
who interpreted my doodles well.” Diana
said that she had to journey through West
Java–from Bogor to Bekasi to Bandung to
Tasikmalaya–before she found a shoemaker
with who, shall we say, she had a good fit.
Having a unique design sense has been
a challenge, according to Diana. “People
who enjoy my work are those who are young
at heart,” she says. “I have great sense of
humor and I express it through my style, but
I am aware that my brands need to be toned
down. Although someone still needs to have
that youthful spirit to pull it out.”
Diana takes inspiration from diverse
sources, such as kids, street style and other
fashion bloggers. One example is reflected
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in UP’s brand identity, which features
vibrant, summer-like colors for footwear and
accessories that have been emblazoned with
millennial staples such as emoji stickers.
While living in regulated Switzerland
used to be an obstacle, Diana says that
she adapted after six months. “I used to
feel suffocated because I breathe creative
air.” She pauses. “But Swiss products value
craftsmanship and quality. In the end, it
taught me the difference between focusing
on high turnover versus designing high
quality products.”
One memorable moment was when she
visited a knit shop. “I was surprised to find
an entrepreneur who produced knit baby
sweaters that were sold for 200 francs [Rp
2.8 million]. Not to belittle Swiss design, but
their designs are very simple….The takehome lesson was about the Swiss ethos of
long-lasting durability.”
Managing her business from abroad,
Diana says that her trick is to allow her
business partners to contact her 24/7.
After running UP for almost seven years,
Diana saw the opportunity to start Schmiley
Mo in Malaysia. “The brand’s DNA is fun,
modest clothing, which allows hijabbers to
wear them.” Planning to expand to Dubai,
Kuwait, and Qatar this year, Diana envisions
Schmiley Mo as a high-speed alternative to
brands like H&M and Zara. She keeps UP to
channel wild ideas.
Expressing a sense of humor and
happiness through colors might be her
passion, but Diana’s fashion outlook is
beyond shades and hues. “It should be an
honest expression of one’s identity. So when
you feel down, you will feel much better and
you should feel that you can conquer the
world.”
@dianarikasari
@iwearup
@schmileymo

As a fashion enthusiast, Diana has a wardrobe that’s filled with things she finds quirky. “I also
love to collect sunglasses, scarves, leather jackets, anything with pom-poms and rainbow
colors. I am a person who loves to decorate things, myself and my home.”

When Diana visited a Prada store, she was complimented for her UP shoes she was wearing.
“It was a memorable experience and achievement for me.” This year, Diana plans to expand
her market to the US and UK.

Commuting alone around Lausanne inspired Diana to focus on business. “I felt that I made a
great decision for my brands here because the environment allows me to think clearly, with a
clear head.”

Diana went bold after realizing that she needed a strong brand DNA, since young people are
spending less on fashion and more on travel. Schmiley Mo caters to a broader market, while
UP is a niche brand.
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Be on

TREND

Polka Dots
Why do we love polka dots? It’s
because they are timeless, flashing
back to the 1950s elegance of such
fashion icons as Marilyn Monroe and
Audrey Hepburn. But dots can also be
childlike, playful and fun, as Valentino
shows us (left). This season, we call it
ladylike polka dots. Maxi- or microdots, colorful and mixed with other
patterns. We love them all. Classic
black dots on white will forever be a
winner.

Spring/Summer 2018 is upon
us. Make sure to put your best
foot forward and listen to
fashion experts explain the
trends for the season.

PASTELS
Duck-egg blue, lemon, pink and lilac–
expect an array of fashion’s prettiest
pastel shades this season. Sweet,
spice and everything nice, this is
not unexpected. New shapes and
excellent tailoring will go well with
every ice-cream hue available.
Michael Kors shows us how in this
blue ensemble.
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Country
Garden
Don’t hold back with this trend, a must for
Spring/Summer 2018: the total flower-print
look. Images of the English countryside,
with flowers of all shapes and styles.
Forget kitsch, it’s all or nothing. Alexander
McQueen shows us how in this image, floral
galore.

Crayola
Colors
Audacious, bright and bold colors were
splashed on runways from New York to Paris
this season. Like a snake shedding its skin,
wash away the drab colors of winter and
wear the brightest colors you can muster. As
Tory Burch shows us here, orange, fucshia,
green, yellow and ultraviolet (the Pantone
color of the year), all make for vibrant
walkabouts.
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Decent
Exposure
You definitely have to have a good set of
knickers for this trend. Fendi, Dior, Dolce
& Gabbana and almost every big fashion
house sent out models in sheer and seethrough outfits for Spring/Summer 2018.
Diaphanous, lace, chiffon or gossamer
fabrics left little to the imagination. But there
were also clear plastic and surreal synthetics
on the runway. If you're brave enough, try it
out!
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RETAIL EXPEDITIONS
International shopping sprees

In Search of

SPANISH STYLE
story and photos by Christian Razukas

While excellent cuisine and exquisite architecture will be top reasons to visit Spain, make sure to
bring an extra suitcase when planning a vacation to the Iberian country. There’s treasure to be found,
whether in swanky shops on Madrid’s Calle del Oro, quirky boutiques in the alleys of Málaga or at
Marbella's tony stores. Spain will surprise travelers with designs that combine traditional artisanal work
with contemporary style and design.
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MADRID
Stroll through Madrid, down commercial arteries
like Gran Via or neighborhoods like the city’s
tony Salamanca district and it’s easy to see why
Spaniards say that life is lived on the streets.
Stores and boutique abound, making for a
vibrant experience. Here’s some of what we saw.
El Corte Ingles
First things first: It’s time for some serious
shopping for what you can’t get back home.
El Corte Ingles, with 85 department stores
across Spain and Portugal, offers an excellent
curation of international and Spanish luxury
and lifestyles brands. More than a retailer,
El Corte Ingles stores have been virtual
community centers for more than 77 years.
Locals report warm memories hanging
out, sharing cupcakes and coffee and even
getting a movie star’s autograph at El Corte
Ingles. At the immense Castellana outpost in
Madrid, covering 11 floors and two buildings,
international tourists were given the brand’s
standard welcome–free wine and tapas,
along with a loyalty card offering 10 percent
cash back for purchases made in a five-day
window. El Corte Ingles also has a destinationworthy selection of culinary offerings at its
co-located Gourmet Experience markets that
will thrill foodies.
@elcorteingles
elcorteingles.com

Loewe
A design destination itself, luxury handbag
brand Loewe has a three-story flagship store
on Calle del Oro that took decor cues from
the film A Single Man, directed by fashion
designer Tom Ford, according to the architect.
A floating spiral staircase and 15-meter-tall
textured curtains adorn a minimalist space
accentuated by gorgeous Spanish limestone.
An installation by the Spanish exile artist
Gloria Garcia Lorca and painting by the
late British impressionist Howard Hodgkin
are two of several standout artworks in
the space. It’s a striking backdrop for the
Spanish-made luxury handbags that are on
display.
Casa Loewe
Serrano, 34
Madrid
@loewe
loewe.cm

Goyeneche, to, for example, weave discarded
plastic into thread. Used tires, industrial
cotton and wool and even post-consumer
coffee grounds (harvested from 7-Eleven
convenience stores in Taiwan) have also
been pressed into service, with end results
that are indistinguishable from conventional
fashion.
Calle de Hortaleza, 116
Madrid
@ecoalf
ecoalf.com

coming from the Spanish island of Menorca,
where generations of artisans working
for the Mascaró family have been making
high-fashion footwear since 1918. Aiming
to evoke the elegance of high heels, albeit
more comfortably; the flats come in
hundreds of styles, including flowers, glitter,
lace, snake print, suede, Swarovski crystals
and velvet. Despite huge demand–the brand
is sold in 32 countries, including Singapore
and Malaysia–Pretty Ballerinas reflect
personal touches. Ten women, for example,
still apply soles by hand, not machine.

Pretty Ballerinas
Since 2005, Pretty Ballerinas has been
offering fashionably offbeat ballet flats

@prettyballerinas
prettyballerinas.com
Many locations, in Spain and abroad

Meanwhile, Urquizar, who plays with volume
and form to fashion dresses that evoke
Valentino for weddings, First Communions
and flamenco dancers, has ateliers in Seville
and in Málaga, where he takes three stories
to present his pret-a-porter collections, a full
haute couture studio and workshop.
Jesus Segado
@segadojesus
jesussegado.com

Ecoalf

Zubi Designs

Zubi Design

Rafael Urquizar
Alta Costura & Novias
Calle Calderón de la Barca, 5
Málaga
rafaelurquizar.com
@rafaelurquizar
rafael.urquizar.5
Piel/Piel
Be sure to venture off the main commercial
drag of Calle Larios and explore Málaga’s
alleys and side streets. You’ll find
cobblestones and impossibly tiny squares
that front ancient and elaborate churches,
as well as family-friendly haunts with a
Bohemian vibe, like La Casa Invisible (The
Invisible House) or Gabinete de Crisis (Crisis

Ecoalf
Funny labels adorn the products on offer
at Ecoalf, near the Alonso Martinez Metro
stop in Madrid’s Salmanca district. “Today
you are wearing recycled fishnets,” is
printed on the liner of sleek puffer jackets.
“Because there is no Planet B” is stamped
on a cool backpack. The label specializes in
“sustainable fashion”, using cutting-edge
techniques masterminded by founder Javier

Cabinet, adorned with Dr. Strangelove
pictures). Sometimes you’ll find stores like
Calzados Hinojosa, family run since 1920
and plastered with shoes on every available
surface. There’s also a host of hidden
boutiques, like Piel/Piel. Operating out of a
single storefront, the brand offers funky shoes
made from handcrafted leather that feature a
pastiche of vibrant colors and textures.
Plaza Los Mártires Ciriaco y Paula, N-10
Málaga
pielpiel.es
Marbella
The seaside vacation town of Marbella is a
scenic 60-kilometer-or-so drive along the
Mediterranean Sea from Málaga. Along Calle
Ribera at the Marbella marina–where you can
see the plaything sailboats of the elite–is a
row of shops with brands like Louis Vuitton,
Roberto Cavalli, Bang & Olufsen and Versace,
among others. Nearby, El Corte Ingles at
Plaza Antonio Banderas (the actor is from
Málaga, as you’ll be frequently reminded),
offers excellent deals–and a Gourmet
Experience in its food center.
The author was a guest of Turespaña
Jesus Segado

El Corte Ingles

Jesus Segado's embrodiery

Pretty Ballerinas

Gloria Garcia Lorca installation at Loewe

A short walk from Salamanca and the Calle
del Oro is Calle Zurbano, where sisters
Mercedes and Elena Zubizarreta run a cool
storefront for Zubi Design, one of several
creative, millennial-run brands that have
turned the neighborhood, laid low by the
last decade’s financial woes, into a hip,
walkable destination for lifestyles, shopping
and dining. Inspired by travel, the sisters
design and produce popular collections
of cute canvas bags emblazoned with
dreamy images taken on trips to locales like
California and Cuba. On each bag is a tag
with the latitude and longitude of where the
picture was taken, so you can experience the
destination yourself. Cooler still is how Zubi
works with artisans as it strives to offer 100
percent made-in-Spain collections. Canvas,
for example, is sourced locally, printed in
Madrid and made by 30 Spanish artisans,
employed by the sisters after the factory in
their village closed.
Calle Zurbano, 22
Madrid
@zubidesign
zubidesign.com

ADVENTURES IN ANDALUCÍA
About three hours from Madrid via high-speed
train, the Andalucían city of Málaga offers
attractions like the Alcazaba, a Muslim fortress
fronted by an ancient Roman amphitheater, a
sunny clime, excellent cuisine taking advantage
of a nearness to the Atlantic and Mediterranean
and a bevy of talented artisans working on a
personal scale.
Málaga
Prêt-à-Couture
Málaga offers a chance to meet Jesus Segado
and Rafael Urquizar, sophisticated fashion
designers with couture reputations that go
well beyond the city where they were born
and currently work. In a converted workshop
in his art-filled apartment, Segado, who
has been invited to shows in Paris and New
York City, is a solitary worker. He caters to a
clientele limited only by the time he needs to
hand make his sculptural masterpieces, often
drawing inspiration from the city’s many
churches, and which feature touches like
Escher-esque weaves or elaborate butterflies
created through traditional Spanish
embroidery and detailed beading.

Piel/Piel

TRAVEL INTEL SPAIN
Suggestions for travelers covering logistics,
gastronomy and recreation in the three
cities we visited in Spain.

NUTS&BOLTS

A Schengen visa is needed for Indonesians.
While ATMs are plentiful in the cities we
visited, call your bank before leaving to
ensure cards, both magnetic strip and chip,
will work.

ROOFTOP

Popular at sunset, Azotea del Círculo
(azoteadelcirculo.com) is better at night, when
Madrid glows. On the menu are affordable
comfort dining, tapas and romantic,
panoramic views of the city.

,
VAMONOS!

‘MERCADO’

A clean, sleek take on traditional markets,
mercados are where to go for speciality
produce or to stand and drink a glass of
wine with fresh oysters and tapas. Look
for Madrid’s famous Mercado San Miguel
and Málaga’s centuries-old Central de
Atarazanas.

!

Explore Madrid on the back of a HarleyDavidson with harleysforyou.com Listen to
Spanish metal while passing architectural
delights like the twin sloping skyscrapers of
Puerta de Europa. !Vámonos! Let’s roll!

DESTINATION
DINING

Renown chef Dani Garcia offers memorable
meals at his casual, Michelin-Bib-Gourmandrated Bibo Andalusian Brasserie & Tapas in
Marbella, brilliantly teasing out exquisite
creations from well-sourced local ingredients
like oysters and pork.

ANCIENT WINE

In Málaga, search out the unassuming,
narrow and typically full Antigua Casa de
Guardia (antiguacasadeguardia.com). Barrels
over the bar hold sweet, family-made raisin
wines, made from 2,000-year-old recipes
dating to the Phoenicians.

MUST TRY

Secluded on a slope behind Málaga’s
Muslim Alcazaba fortress, El Ambigú de la
Coracha boasts gorgeous Mediterranean
views, a world-class take on fine dining and
a seemingly endless (and delicious) local
wine list.

TESTING TAPAS

Russian salad, a.k.a, potato salad, is how
locals gauge a tavern’s tapas. In Andalucía,
ensadilla ruse is typically served with shrimp
and tiny pico breadsticks. If it’s good, odds
are all else will be.
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Choose Your Own Adventure

DUBAI STYLE
story by Andreas D. Arditya
Photos Courtesy of Dubai Tourism

Look down from the world’s tallest building, ski down a snowy mountain in the middle of the desert,
swim with sharks in the world’s largest mall, marvel at sparkling jewels in the souks and feel the breeze
from a yacht cruise. You can do all of this in Dubai.
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FOR ALL THE FUTURISTIC APPEAL,
abundant entertainment and simple
pleasures of Middle-Eastern culture on offer
in Dubai; shopping remains an enormous
thing.
To say that Dubai takes shopping malls
seriously is an understatement. Dubai Mall
(thedubaimall.com), for example, has a total
retail floor area of 1.1 million square meters
and is visited by more than 80 million people
a year. And it's only one of dozens of malls in
Dubai.
Global brands flock to this retail capital–as
do shoppers from throughout the Middle East
and beyond, to appreciate the grandiosity and
beauty of its shopping centers. These megacomplexes are filled with entertainments for
all ages, offering the savvy traveler options
to keep everyone happy and to avoid family
feuds emerging while you get your retail fix.
Might we suggest a few choose-your-own
adventures below?
Shopping in the Sun or Shade
If you want to put your shades on, the
outdoors lifestyle destination City Walk
(citywalk.ae) is reminiscent of Europeanstyle streets where you can stroll down 350
meters of boulevards lined with designer
stores and restaurants. It’s a chance to
appreciate a striking vista of the city’s
skyscrapers, including the Burj Khalifa.
Covering more than 13,000 square
meters, City Walk boasts world-class
brands such as Level Kids, LE66 and Coach,
and a wide selection of eateries, including
Farzi Cafe, Lima and Dragonfly. Play areas
for children and plenty of air-conditioned
al-fresco seating add to the appeal.
If you want to escape the sun, be
ready to lose yourselves inside Dubai Mall,
an exceptionally vast retail, leisure and
entertainment space right in the heart of
downtown. It’s home to more than 1,200
retail stores, including flagship brands such
as Alexander McQueen, Valentino, Gucci,
Chanel and Ralph Lauren.
For the family, Dubai Mall also offers
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the Dubai Aquarium and Underwater
Zoo (thedubaiaquarium.com), one of the
world's largest and offering a 270-degree
walk-through tunnel for a truly immersive
experience of the deep sea. There’s
also DubaiDino, a 155-million-year-old,
24-meter-high fossilized Diplodicus longus
to thrill kids and adults alike.
Take Five: Rainforest vs. Desert
Yes, you can go enjoy a slice of tropical
paradise in Dubai. Just a short stroll from
City Walk, you can get up close with
butterflies, reptiles and the resident sloth
at The Green Planet (citywalk.ae/play/
the-green-planet)–the world's largest selfsupporting tropical rainforest bio-dome.
Designed as an enclosed ecosystem,
The Green Planet recreates the wild world
of the tropical forest with over 3,000
species of plants and animals. Set to raise
awareness about the delicate balance of
nature and the preciousness of one of our
world’s oldest living ecosystems, it's an ideal
educational destination for the entire family.
Alternatively, you can set course to the
sand dunes, because no trip to Dubai is
complete without experiencing its engaging
desert.
There's Dubai's most famous dune, Big
Red (dubaiattractions.com/big-red.html),
where you can hop on a quad bike and
navigate the sandy landscape yourself. Or
you can strap a snowboard-like contraption
to your feet and glide down the dunes
just like you would at the slopes of Ski
Dubai (theplaymania.com/skidubai). Or
just take a backseat and hold on tight as
an experienced driver whips you around
the sand dunes, teetering on the edge of
seemingly sheer drops, before dipping down
sandy slopes and back up again.

bustling souks and discover for yourself
lavish gold jewellry, hand-woven fabrics,
traditional oud fragrances and inexpensive
knickknacks. Start from the Gold Souk in
Deira, then head to the Spice Souk or the
nearby Perfume Souk.
Strolling the narrow paths of the souks,
it’s clear that, like other internationally
minded global metropolises, Dubai is a city
where you quickly meet people from as many
countries as you can name. Dishdasha-clad
Omani traders from over the border can
be seen chatting with Pakistanis in salwar
kameez, while Nigerians in agbada might be
selling leather goods or carrying boxes of
dates.
For those who want to skip the haggling
but enjoy the thrill of shopping souk style,

Souk Madinat Jumeirah (visitdubai.com/en/
pois/souk-madinat-jumeirah) is the place
to go, as it offers traditional shopping with
modern amentities, along with dozens of
excellent restaurants.
If you’d rather deepen your knowledge of
Emirati culture and customs, be sure to visit
the Sheikh Mohammed Center for Cultural
Understanding (cultures.ae). It’s a quick
abra boat ride from the souks. Located in a
beautifully restored wind tower house in the
historic Al Fahidi Historical Neighborhood
in Bur Dubai, the center offers a range
of activities, from traditional cuisine to
conversations with local residents. With its
motto of “Open Doors, Open Minds”, all of
your questions – no matter how sensitive –
are welcome and will be answered.

Swimming with Sharks
You’ll need a second visit to see all that
Dubai Mall has to offer. Go under the water
at the 10-million-liter tank of the Dubai
Aquarium, which contains more than 33,000
aquatic animals and the largest collection of
sand tiger sharks anywhere.
Rising to the third floor of The Dubai Mall,
the aquarium is home to 140 species and has
several ways to experience underwater life:
a stroll through a 48-meter walk-through
tunnel with sand tiger sharks and stingrays
swimming overhead, a glass-bottom boat
tour or a diving session to go swimming with
the sharks.
Starred Chefs or Starlight Dining?
While Dubai's most impressive restaurants
have yet to claim the recognition they
deserve by the world-renowned Michelin
Guide, acclaimed chefs and celebrity cooks
come from all across the globe to set up
restaurants here. Among them are Social
by Heinz Beck at the Waldorf Astoria Dubai
Palm Jumeriah, where the three-Michelinstarred chef brings familiar flavors from
Italy to Dubai, and Indego by Vineet Bhatia,
who became the first Indian chef to earn a
Michelin star for his restaurants in London
and Geneva.
For an under-the-stars experience, enjoy
an evening of luxurious and authentic desert

dining at Al Hadheerah (alhadheerah.com),
which features a extensive line-up of live
entertainment and an exquisite buffet with
14 live Middle-Eastern cooking stations. You
can also head for Plaj Restaurant at Jumeirah
Zabeel Saray (jumeirah.com/Jumeirah-ZabeelSaray) to take in breathtaking views of the
Dubai skyline and the sea while discovering
Mediterranean culinary offerings.
At Sea
If getting wet is not your thing, maybe get
outside again and go aboard a speed boat
or luxury yacht and see the highlights of the
new Dubai on a voyage around the World
Islands and to see the Palm Jumeirah. Sporty
people can arrange for jet-skis and enjoy the
open sea giving unobstructed space to rev up
your ride.
As the sun sets, ask the captain to loop
back towards the shore and admire the
vivid Arabian sunset reflecting off the city.
In the middle of Dubai, seeing the city’s
ubiquitous megastructures makes one feel
small, while inside the skyscrapers, there is
no sense of grandeur. Of course, looking at
the emirate and the desert from the top of
Burj Khalifa evokes a sense of awe. But at
sea, looking at the cityscape from afar, with
a tint of teal from the setting sun, you get a
panoramic view of Dubai–and a feeling of
the numinous.

Shopping in the Souks
While the city has a reputation as a thriving
modern metropolis, traditional Arabian
markets are still a crucial part of daily
life and trade. Wander through Dubai's
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HYPERLOCAL
Chatting with local residents about
their cities.

Edible

DUBAI
In search of what’s beyond Dubai’s souks and shopping malls, J+
by The Jakarta Post reached out to Arva Ahmed, who, with her
sister Fardia, runs the popular Frying Pan Adventures food tour
and a Dubai-themed foodie podcast. “This is home for me,” says
the Hyderabad-born Arva, who first moved to Dubai in 1983.
The city’s backstreets, she says “evoke a memory of when I was
growing up–the Dubai of the 80s and 90s, when it was a much
smaller place and more community focused.” Here is Arva’s
guide to Dubai, off the tourist track.
Airspectiv Media

What's the perfect Sunday?
Your Sunday is my Friday here, but in the
months where it’s cooler, like December
to April, we have farmers' markets. It's
such a luxury to meet the farmers and buy
vegetables that are fresh from the farm,
rather than those that are flown in. I love
that morning of talking with people who
are passionate about things like honey or
Middle Eastern spices and obviously buying
my things from the farmers' market.
Best part of the city?
The streets that evoke a memory of when I
was growing up–the Dubai of the 80s and
90s, when it was a much smaller place
and more community-focused. [Also,] you
don't need a ticket to travel [in Dubai]. You
can go from one side of the city to another
and you'll feel like you’re in a completely
different place. You can walk into Meena
Bazaar and you'll feel like you're in India.
You can go to a part of Naif, which is like
little Ethiopia, or drive to Hatta, up in the
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mountains, and have an incredible meal
that’s made by the people of the mountains.
Magic moment in Dubai?
Whenever I find something unexpected–
something cultural that I didn't know
existed. During Ramadhan once, I found a
Malaysian market selling Malaysian homecooked goodies for iftar [fast breaking].
When I found a Friday market where
Filipinos, Indians, Pakistanis and Emiratis
were cooking at home and bringing food to
this very humble market. Or when I went
to Hatta and found this guy making this
wonderful slow-cooked lamb on his farm.
How to see the real Dubai?
Go into old Dubai with our company, Frying
Pan Adventures, and we’ll show you the
streets of Dera and will take you for a food
and photography tour–that’s where you
get to see what the residents are eating. I’d
also recommend going to the Dubai Desert
Conservation Reserve. You can see oryx

and gazelles. It shows you how rich in life
something as barren a desert can be. For
people who have more time, go for a road
trip up to the northern Emirates, outside
of Dubai. It's a good way of rewinding and
seeing how Dubai looked like in the 70s and
80s.
Advice for guests who can only have one
meal?
In addition to hummus and falafel–which
really are imported food, though I love
them–I would like them to have a traditional
meal, a local Emirati meal. They can do it at
the Radisson Blu (radissonblu.com/en/hoteldubaideiracreek). They have a local Emirati
restaurant [Aseelah] serving Emirati food.
Al Fanar (alfanarrestaurant.com) is another
Emirati restaurant.
Best place for people watching?
I love sitting on Al Rigga Road, which is the
road I grew up on. It's such a bustling little
road. There’s a restaurant there called Al

HYPERLOCAL

Safadi (alsafadi.ae) and I just grab a chair
and watch people come and go. There are
not so many tourists, it's just the people
who live there. You just get this feeling that
you’re part of a bigger community.
Up-and-coming neighborhood?
People will tell you that Citywalk (citywalk.
ae) is the newest thing, but […] in Port
Rashid, they are planning to set up a bunch
of restaurants. It's a blend of the current
fad of doing things with shipping containers
with one of the older parts of town from
the 70s. It’s not really a neighborhood, but
they’re building it up in this old part of town.
What do you love to order?
There are too many things for me to say.
What do I order? That’s an entire essay.
That's a thesis!
fryingpanadventures.com
fryingpan.fm
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INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Smart spaces and the designers
creating them

Inspiring
architects?

A Little Magic,
a Little Talent
and a Lot of

CREATIVITY

Champalimaud cites two: Japanese star
architect Kengo Kuma, designer of the 2020
Tokyo Olympic stadium (“I dream of having a
house one day that’s designed by him. I love
his idealism.”) and Jean Nouvel, the French
Aga Khan Award-wining architect (“I live in
a Jean Nouvel building and it’s so masculine
and strong. It is a pure reflection of his way of
being”).

inspired Lasvit chandelier hanging from the
13-meter cupola ceiling at Palm Court at the
Four Seasons, Champalimaud promises a
“monumentally beautiful” kinetic chandelier
for the St Regis that will sing and speak to
guests.
“It’s going to be connected to the tones
of a musical instrument. The chandelier is
a big swath and huge wave of lights. It will
undulate and move according to the music. It
will be subtle, sensuous, rhythmic.”
Incorporating the work and spirit of local
artisans is important for Champalimaud. A
hotel, she says, is an expression of a culture.
“We are reinventing a wonderful vocabulary
for this new hotel, so [Indonesians] will be
well represented within your own country.”
While Champalimaud doesn’t say that
her interpretations of Indonesian design will
be instantly recognizable, she does promise
creative execution that will use local artisans
and respectfully reconceive Indonesian

design tropes.
“Traveling relentlessly, living on four
different continents, experiencing many
different cultures….you need to be cultured
and respectful to be a designer. You have to
observe the culture of each place,” she adds.
Respect for perfect and contemporary
artisanal creation drives Champalimaud,
such as in her collaborations with UKbased leather master Bill Amberg, who
she describes as a true craftsman. “We
create a lot of new mediums together,”
Champalimaud says, citing plans for huge
leather walls that will sport engraved murallike patterns.
“For people who do their craft so well,
there’s a soul that emits and you can’t copy
it. Once its done by others, the message and
the emotion are different.”
champalimauddesign.com
@alexandrachampalimaud
Stack Table with Custom Frame, courtesy of Bill Amberg

story by Christian Razukas

Palm Court via Four Seasons Jakarta

Top designer Alexandra Champalimaud
takes on The St Regis Jakarta
THE DORCHESTER LONDON and The
Waldorf Astoria in London are two of
several world-famous properties given
explosively creative makeovers by
Alexandra Champalimaud, the woman who
is also behind the Four Seasons Jakarta’s
spectacular interiors.
Yet it's culinary metaphors that the
Lisbon-born design dynamo uses when
talking about her next project: The St Regis
Jakarta.
“I’m like a chef putting together a table.
The ingredients need to be there, but can
be interpreted differently. It’s about feeling
the whole,” Champalimaud said during a
recent interview. “There’s no perfect recipe
[but] there’s an ability to see an end vision
before you almost even start: What does
this place need to evoke? How do we make
it extraordinary?”
Champalimaud, the president and
principal designer of an eponymous design
firm in New York City that she founded in
1988, was in Jakarta to meet with Shirley
Tan, the CEO of Rajawali Property Group,
which owns the St Regis Jakarta.
The pair became fast friends after
meeting in London seven years ago and
embarking on their first collaboration: The
Four Seasons Jakarta. “Shirley inspires me,”
says Champalimaud. “I’m easy to inspire

Favorite
shopping
city?

when I have a good, provocative client.”
Champalimaud, inducted into the Interior
Design Hall of Fame in 2012, is not as well
known as her works, which include global
luxury destinations such as The New York
Palace or the Hotel Bel-Air in Los Angeles.
Social observation and extensive
travel have honed the design sense of
Champalimaud, who says she manipulates
color, texture and sound to create “memorable
moments” in all of a hotel’s spaces.
Take, for example, the Little Nell Hotel
in Aspen in the US, where Champalimaud
devised a bold, geometric blue-andwhite carpet that suggested (more than
underscored) the railroad tracks that made
the town famous.
In Singapore, she’s revamping Southeast
Asia’s most famous locale, The Raffles Hotel,
preserving the essence of the venerable
heritage site while devising a look for the
138-year-old property that will place it in the
new millennium for hospitality, luxury and
global travel.
For the St Regis Jakarta, slated to open
in 2020 with 280 rooms, Champalimaud
says that Indonesia’s musical culture will be
a key design influence–but don’t expect to
hear gamelan, however. “We’ve taken that
element and put it on steroids.”
Looking to top the magnificent palm-

"Any place that can bring me
more culture and more interest
and excitement. I seek out
objects and pieces that I find
thrilling. I seek out talented
people. Paris and France
continue to reveal incredible
and talented craftsmen. In the
United States, some galleries
curate things incredibly well.
In L.A., there are a bunch of
furniture [galleries] that I find
incredibly interesting. I also
buy a lot at auction."

Photo by Dennie Ramon
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SUITED UP
Articles about sharp-dressed men

Style and

CINEMATIC FLAIR
story by Christian Razukas
photos by Riman Spautra
On suits, single or double breasted?
I like single. Double breasted makes you
older, less cool, more formal and you
become more stiff.

Manoj Punjabi is a movie mogul–and dresses for the part.

WALKING INTO THE sleek and minimalist
corner office of MD Pictures CEO Manoj
Punjabi–with its secret doors, spiral staircases
and antechambers–is like entering the set of
a James Bond film. It’s the perfect place for
meeting the nation’s leading movie producer.
Punjabi’s made 80 movies since launching
MD Pictures in 2007, including cult horror
hits (Joko Anwar’s Kala, or Dead Time) and
beloved biopics (Habibie dan Ainun, about
former president BJ Habibie). His romantic
drama Ayat-ayat Cinta (Verses of Love) is
the all-time box-office champ in Indonesia
and MD Pictures captured 25 percent of the
market for local movies in 2017.
The 45 year old dresses for the part of a
stylish producer, sometimes appearing in a
bespoke three-piece suit perfectly cut to his
slim frame, sometimes hiply dressing it down
with a tee-shirt.
During an interview, he fingers the tall,
point collar of his Milanese-made Vittorio
Marchesi dress shirt, showing off its
contrasting linings and signature doubled
buttons.
“Fabric and fashion is part of my creative
side,” Punjabi says. It’s a lesson he learned
after his start in a garment factory, buying
product in the Tanah Abang market in
Jakarta and running a retail business. “I know
movie stars who don’t dress up well¬most
stars learn how to dress up later on. In this
business, you want to dress well. When you
dress well you define your personality.”
Style begins with suits. On his go-to
designers, Punjabi says he brings extra
luggage to pick up more suits from Calibre
when in Australia. “It’s the right fit for me.
It brings out the personality that I like about
myself,” he adds about the Melbournebased label founded by Gary Zecevic. “Very
detailed…very young, yet that stylish, elegant
touch is there.”
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Punjabi’s also partial to Pal Zileri,
the Italian luxury menswear label that’s
channelling the spirit of Venice under its new
creative director, Rocco Iannone, and Stefano
Ricci, the Firenze fashion maison, when
looking for a fancier touch.
He leans back into the rich maroon
leather of his office chair, virtually the only
touch of color amid the dark tones of his
office. Punjabi agrees when asked if using
a single point of contrast, like the chair, is
something he likes to repeat sartorially. “I’ll
do that one golden touch that makes me
different, but not too much, that would make
me ‘out there’.”
J+ by The Jakarta Post asked Punjabi a few
more questions about his style. His answers
have been edited for length and clarity.
How many suits do you have?
I think maybe 40 or so...I have maybe about
10 that I haven’t worn as I tend to buy a few
at a go when I’m in shopping mode [laughs].
I like my suits in perfect condition, so I take
good care of them.
How do you define your style?
I like to create my own trends. Comfort is
very important, but stylish comfort. I don’t
like gaudy colors. The simplicity should be
there, but toned down. I make sure when I
wear something I am super comfortable. I
don’t like to fake it.
Has your style changed over time?
Twenty-five years ago I used to wear
stronger colors. Now, I don’t like wearing
something that makes me look older than
my age. I try to wear something as young
as possible. I don’t want to look bapakbapak [staid]. Even my batik should look
as cool as young as possible–100 percent
contemporary.

Sneakers with a suit?
I’ve not adapted to it yet. I need to go proper.
It doesn’t feel right…yet. Maybe I’ll change
tomorrow, if the style allows me to. You
never know. I believe in change.
Is costume design your favorite part of
making movies?
No. Not at all [laughs]. But I am very
particular about what the stars wear. I am
particular about everything when it comes
to style. The look matters. For example, in
Surga yang Tak Dirindukan, the director shot
[test footage]. Cynthia Laudya Bella–they
were making her look so loose and with
no style while wearing the hijab. I said she
should be a very trending hijaber–simple and
stylish–so she could create a trend on how
to dress up. And suddenly “Boom!” It made
a difference.
On accessories, are you a watch collector?
I am a little bit. Now I am in the mood of
Richard Mille. I like this RM015 [tourbillon
dual time zone]. I have the Bubba Watson
White Legend RM055, RM011 chronograph
and RM028 diver. The style is there. It is
simple, not too much. This is so me. I like
luxury watches that have a value. I like when
the price maintains or sometimes goes up.
Aren’t there easier ways to make money than
show business?
It’s more than making money–it’s very
difficult to make money here, but if you’re
really good at it, you can do it. I want to
contribute. I can influence people for the
greater good. By my movies, I can set the
culture of the country. I can influence values
for the public. Look at making a movie like
Habibie dan Ainun. If 1 percent of the viewers
can become just 10 percent of him [Habibie]
by watching the movie, I’ve made somebody
better.
@manojpunjabimd
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THE SUIT

Isn’t Jakarta too hot for suits?
The local climate shouldn’t stop a gentleman
from looking sharp in a suit, Samuel adds.
His clientele are usually in air conditioning in
the city, so Samuel advises them to plan on
taking off their jackets if dining at a streetside warung (restaurant).

story by Christian Razukas
photos by Yosua Yanuard

Talking with two fashionable tailors about how the suit makes the man.

SAMUEL WONGSO is only half joking when
he says he was born wearing a suit. The
dapper 27 year old, easily one of the nation’s
most stylish men, is a fourth-generation
tailor from Wong Hang, a family business
from Surabaya.
Since 1993, when a general offered to
make some introductions if his favorite
tailors would move to Jakarta to speed the
fitting process, Wong Hang has opened
up shop in cities such as Bandung, West
Java; Makassar, South Sulawesi; Semarang,
Central Java; and Singapore.
Along the way, Wong Hang’s tailors have
made suits for celebrities, ministers and even
President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo.
On Instagram, Samuel is a hip
ambassador for the 85-year-old brand,
showing off his 200-or-so stylish bespoke
suits–which run from a dazzling salmon
double-breasted blazer to suits in green
velvet–to more than 47,000 followers.
His interest in fashion started as a child
in Surabaya, when Samuel and his cousin
Jonathan would watch their fathers at work
(the family’s tailors are all men). “Every day,
we looked at my uncle and my dad, making
patterns, cutting fabric, making suits and
it became a habit. We saw. We wanted to
know,” Samuel said.
Jonathan is also a fourth-generation
Wong Hang tailor. The 25-year-old says that
their fathers taught them the family trade
when the boys were in junior high. “It was
learning by doing,” Samuel adds. Later, both
went to Hong Kong to study nuts-and-bolts
tailoring techniques like pattern making,
when a suit’s every cut and detail is put on
paper.
“Pattern making is the biggest challenge,”
Samuel says, although it’s the fastest part of
the process, taking from 30 to 60 minutes.

“You have to imagine the person in the
suit…look at the person, check again, get
a feeling,” he adds. “It’s not always about
measurements or calculations.”
To learn about the X-factor in how a
gentleman should choose a suit, J+ by The
Jakarta Post asked Samuel and Jonathan a
few questions about their trade. Here’s a
précis.
Why is bespoke better?
Quality construction, according to
Jonathan. Off-the-rack suits are typically
fused, meaning linings are glued or fused
to the suit’s material to cut costs. At Wong
Hang, suit lapels and front panels are
stitched to linings made from horse-hair
canvas, which he says is superior for holding
the fold of a lapel, among other things.
Since each stitch in a Wong Hang suit
is done by hand–with a precision as fine as
2 millimeters–up to 48 hours of workare
needed for a single suit. The benefit, however,
is that a suit with a full-canvas lining drapes
better on a man and moves with less friction,
reducing the threat of wrinkles.
Quality artisanal work is also key.
Samuel says that Wong Hang tailors take an
above-industry-average 19 measurements,
including biceps and calves, before drafting a
suit pattern, so that a first fitting needs fewer
alterations. “Indonesians will get angry after
the first fitting if it doesn’t work,” he adds.
Pairing sneakers and a suit?
Don’t, says Samuel.
“It’s ABG,” he adds. Totally teenage. “Loafters
are casual and that’s cool. Loafers are good
for any occasional, formal or santai,” Samuel
says, using the Indonesian word for casual.
The right loafers are easily worn socklesss,
even when paired with a suit.

What about color?
Indonesian men always choose black and it’s
a problem, says Samuel. If you have black,
don’t choose the same color again, try dark
blue or charcoal gray, moving onto maroon
or light gray as your collection expands.
Don’t become a fashion victim
Samuel and Jonathan agree that local tastes
have shifted from Italian cuts to variations
on looser, British-style double-breasted suits,
mostly due to the well-dressed gentlemen
super-spies of Kingsman: The Secret Service, a
2014 film inspired by the director’s visit to a
Saville Row tailor.
While appreciative of the business, the
pair doesn’t necessarily recommend doublebreasted suits–or arriving at the tailor with
pictures of celebrities. Finding the perfect
suit depends on a gentleman’s body, skin
tone and personal style, Samuel says.
“Some people are quite fat and arrive
with a photo of David Beckham. Beckham
is British, with a good body and good face,
so we have to explain. ‘You can’t do that
with your body. Your skin is a better match
with a different color, with a different cut’,”
he continues. “If we just say ‘OK, can do!
Ok, can do!’ we’ll become korban model” or
victims of the model.
“We don't jump directly to fabric. We
find out what kind of character the person
has. We measure the character first, their
age, the body shape, etc....We have to know
what kind of person is this. What’s cocok
[appropriate] for them.”
Who has a good sense of style?
Tom Ford, the US fashion designer frequently
tipped on best-dress lists, is the top style
icon for Jonathan and Samuel, who also
gives props to the sartorial sense of two men
who played James Bond: Pierce Brosnan
and Daniel Craig. Locally, Samuel says that
Afgansyah Reza, the 28-year old singer
better known as Afgan, has excellent taste
and needs no fashion advisors. “Afgan knows
what he wants and he trusts his style.”
@wonghangtailor
@jonathanwongso
@samuelwongso

Jonathan (left) and Samuel Wongso
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Get to Know Archangela Chelsea

Make-up that’s on trend

BRIGHT
Colors,
SOFT
Skin
story by Fedina S. Sundaryani
AFP

Filtering out what global beauty trends
are on point locally each season is a
hassle when you’re overexposed to every
aesthetic under the sun due to social
media. Enter Archangela Chelsea, a
25-year-old artist who has made her
mark in the international make-up scene,
working in Hollywood in the US with
clients like Olivia Munn (The Newsroom,
X-Men: Apocalypse) and, closer to home,
with Pevita Pearce and Luna Maya. J+ by
The Jakarta Post caught up with Chelsea
for some pointers on how to look flawless
this season no matter what the weather!
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Unexpected Colors
I think the biggest trend globally in 2018 is
to play with color. I’ve seen a lot of colors in
some of the beauty looks of big celebrities
on the red carpet. Purple is on trend, red
eyeshadow is on trend and smoky eyes will
still stay on trend.
Fashion shows like the latest New
York Fashion Week [fall/winter 2018] also
showed many examples of make-up, even
though it was the fall and winter collection
when the make-up is usually more nude.
This time I saw a lot of pinks, blues and
purples accompanied by beautiful glowing
skin. This year’s biggest trend will be lots of
colors–and lots of fun!

and safe looks all year round, but I’m sure
that other Indonesians will be influenced
once local influencers and beauty bloggers
pick up on this trend.

Global Looks at Home
I don’t think this global trend will translate
any differently to Indonesians, as I see many
young girls love to play with make-up and
explore looks and colors nowadays. I do see
that Indonesians love to stick with similar

Buy Local
I love to spray my face with the Studio
Tropik Priming Water (studiotropik.com)
just to get more dewiness on the skin. It
can be used as both a primer and a setting
spray!

LOOKING GOOD

One Step, Two Step
How to do a smoky eye? Easy. Purple
eyeshadow crayon stick, use my finger, and
apply it all around the eyelid, blend it. Easy,
right?
Glowing, Not Sweaty, Skin
I believe that putting a mattifying primer
will help for those with oily skin who still
want to apply highlighter. However, those
with dry skin should skip this part.

On falling in love with make-up
I think I’ve loved make-up ever since
I was 14 years old. I’m not sure why,
but I just fell in love with it, when my
eldest sister introduced me to make-up
and asked me to join a make-up class
together with her. She was a teenager
back then. I didn’t know anything about
make-up when I first learned how to do
it, but at 14 I knew that this was going to
be what I wanted to do when I grew up.
On her training
I first learned to do make-up when I was
15 years old at the Puspita Martha and
Rever Academy in Surabaya [East Java].
I then took some small classes when
I moved to Los Angeles but there was
nothing specific.
On breaking into Hollywood
I think it was all just by coincidence. If
you ask me how I got into Hollywood,
the answer is just by luck. I just met
the right people at the right time and
that’s it. I did the make-up for one of the
bloggers out there [Chriselle Lim] and
word got out after she tagged me in a
photo.
On splitting her time between Indonesia
and LA
I spend most of my time in Indonesia–90
percent of my time is in Indonesia–but if
I get a call from Hollywood celebrities I
will definitely go.

On her beauty gurus
I’ve been influenced by a lot of great
make-up artists like Pat McGrath, Mario
Dedivanovic, Patrick Ta to become a
better artist.
On the challenges of being a make-up
artist
Building a career as a make-up artist
itself is not that easy. There are tons of
make-up artists and to be able to “make
it” in this industry is really hard.
On the local scene
I think that Indonesian make-up artistry
has grown so much. I don’t see much
of a difference when compared to
make-up artistry abroad, because we’ve
grown so much due to the influence
of social media. There is still room
for improvement, though. We have a
tendency to become followers instead of
creators.
On her favorite clients
I love working with Chriselle Lim and
Olivia Munn. Those two are my favorite
clients among Hollywood celebrities.
Local celebrities? I love them all. They’ve
been so supportive throughout my
career and I love working with them all;
from Luna Maya, Andien Aisyah, Pevita
Pearce, Julie Estelle and Cathy Sharon.
@archangelachelsea
archangelachelsea.com

Photo via Archangela Chelsea

Create the Look

PAC Intense Color Eyeshadow Pencil
(Rp 176,000)
The easiest way to jump head first into
this trend is to swap out your usual black
eyeliner with brightly colored ones. The Pac
Eyeshadow Pencils are perfect as they come
in colors like neon yellow, bright blue and
deep purples. Simply draw a cat eye on your
upper lid to keep things looking chic or draw
a line right on top of your crease–following
the natural curve of your eye–for a Twiggyesque look.

CLASSIC
SMOKY EYE
Now that you have the gist of the trend, its time to equip
yourself with the essential tools! J+ by The Jakarta Post
has compiled an array of local make-up products that will
have you looking like you just got off the runways of NYFW.

Make Over Trivia Eyeshadow (Rp 85,000)
Maybe you’d prefer a soft wash of bright
color rather than a graphic line? Use a fluffy
brush and dip it into one of these deep
jewel-toned eyeshadows before blending it
all over your eyelid up to the crease. Feeling
a little bolder? Dip a flat eyeshadow brush
into the color of your choosing, spritz it with
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setting spray and then pack it onto your
eyelid as close to the lash line as possible for
an even richer color.
BLP Beauty Lip Coat (Rp 129,000)
Not an eyeshadow person? Sometimes
it can’t be helped, but that doesn’t mean
that you have to miss out on the colorful
make-up trend! Pick a unique color like
Lavender Cream from this lip line and you’re
guaranteed to turn heads.
Rollover Reaction HALO Luminizing Stick in
Moonlit (Rp 139,000)
The perfect compliment for bold, colorful
make-up? Soft, glowing skin. Opt for a
cream highlighter, as it’ll give your skin a
fresh, juicy quality and blend with your
fingers as the warmth will help melt the
highlighter so that it becomes one with your
skin. -Fedina S. Sundaryani
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What We Can Do

Beauty advice and solutions
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10 Beauty Minutes with

KELLY
TANDIONO
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When asked to name Indonesia’s top model, Kelly Tandiono
is the first woman mentioned. The Singaporean-born 31-yearold has legs that rival a gazelle’s, razor-sharp cheekbones and
luxurious, post-holiday-tanned-and-glowing skin. We talked
with the former Asia’s Next Top Model judge about modeling,
keeping fit and her beauty secrets.
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CONTENT WRITING
Manage your website’s English section content

How did you get into modeling?
I first started in Singapore while I was
in university. I had done it occasionally
when I was much younger, at 16, but it
was freelance work. I simply went to [a
modeling] agency in Singapore and they
accepted me, so they sent me to casting
calls.
Memorable make-up artists you’ve worked
with?
Ifan Rivaldi (@ifanrivaldi) and Bubah Alfian
(@bubahalfian). Ifan gave me this tip to
use this cream on your face before you do
make-up. It’s called Embryolisse Lait Crème
Concentre and it’s from Paris. It just melts into
your face and makes it look like you’re not
wearing any make-up. I’ve also known Bubah
forever. He taught me how to achieve a nice
cat-eye look with eyeliner.
What are your personal make-up tips?
I usually use a beauty mist before and
after my make-up, since it makes it sit well
[on my face] and I find that your face has
this beautiful, healthy glow. My favorite
foundations are also from Giorgio Armani.
Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation
gives your face that dewy, healthy-looking
skin, while the Giorgio Armani Designer Lift
Foundation provides much more coverage.
Oh, and masks! I will always use one before
and after fashion shows.
To be honest, I don’t use a lot of make-up
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during the day, since it’s not good for your skin
to use it every day. I do have a trick to mix it
with sunblock, though.

Print publications, digital output, websites, apps

How important is sun protection for you?
Very important. I use sunblock from the Nivea
Sun line, always SPF 50. I’ve been using it
since I was 14 because my mom is into beauty
– and because I love going into the sun. I like
tan skin, but you need to be protected!
Is your mom your beauty idol?
My mom and my grandmother. My
grandmother didn’t just take care of her skin
every day, she also took traditional Chinese
medicine every day and she has that lasting,
no-wrinkle face. They’re always telling me
that sleep is the key of youth.
What’s your daily skincare routine?
I always use the Avene skincare line and mix
it with some of my dermatologist’s products.
I also use a lot of masks that I buy in South
Korea.
How do you stay fit?
I exercise a lot. Right now, I’m preparing for a
marathon with Pocari Sweat [in Bandung on
July 22] so I have my daily routine of running,
combined with taking a lot of vitamins. Foodwise, I eat a lot of greens and fruit, balanced
with carbohydrates and proteins. I also
drink a lot of water. I especially like to infuse
water with lemon, cucumber and whatever

Photo via Kelly Tandiono

fruits you can put in there. Sleeping is also
important! You need to sleep at least seven to
eight hours a night.
What are the beauty trends you’re into right
now?
The make-up trend I always love is the nomake-up make-up look and dewy skin – that’s
probably my number one thing. Make-up is
there to enhance beauty, not to change your
face.
What's in your make-up bag?
Giorgio Armani foundation and eyebrow
products from Shu Uemura. I also always have
face mists. There are so many that I like but
one of my favorites is The Mist from La Mer.
I find that it sits well with make-up and gives
you a glowing effect. It looks great without
make-up, too. I also have some blush and
bronzer. Right now, I have this one called the
Urban Decay Naked Flushed Palette. It has
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three colors: a bronzer, a highlighter and a
blush. I’m very simple and I don’t have that
much make-up. That being said, I’m very into
lipstick – either reds or oranges – and I have a
whole collection of different lipsticks.
What’s the biggest challenge of the local
modeling scene?
I can honestly say that we can compete with
models from outside. Our junior models are
much taller, their faces much more unique,
and I know a few have gone abroad as well
and have made it.
You must be really fit while also keeping
up with these younger models, as there
are more and more of them every year. You
also need to know your own character and
strength – you’ll stand out by being different.
The hardest part is always staying on top, but
as long as you know who you are, and you
work to keep up with that, it’s possible. And
always, always love what you do!
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We understand that you sometimes need a helping
hand from a trusted partner who can fix your
grammar, edit your content and even write your
reports for you in confidence.
That means someone you can trust to handle your
documents, which may contain highly sensitive
information. We at The Jakarta Post Publishing are
more than happy to do all of that for you, and more.

For more information
Visit our website at www.thejakartapostpublishing.com
or call (021) 5300476 ext 2008. Publishing@thejakartapost.com

Soulful Creations
DURING AN INTERVIEW, Alexandra Champalimaud was eager to talk about the essence of
art in an age of mechanical reproduction. The act of artisanal creation has weight and meaning,
said the globally renowned interior designer (page 48). “For people who do their craft so well,
there’s a soul that emits and you can’t copy it.”
It’s a spirit we saw reflected in Málaga, where fashion designer Jesus Segado (page 36)
works alone in his studio to make dresses from sketches he’s drawn with pencil and paper,
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nimbly working needle and thread to craft elaborately embroidered designs. His couture pieces
are literally unique–one-of-a-kind creations.
As the image on this page shows, there’s a creative drama in the making of any piece of
artisanal work. There are no robot-run factories or robot-like assembly lines for the makers we
spoke to in this issue. Just workshops full of scraps, scissors, rulers and worktables–and a lot of
soul. –Christian Razukas

